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Simply choose the category of the product you are seeking. Control most of the playback functions of
your Cyrus streaming unit with a flick or tap of a finger on your phone or tablet. Control most of the
playback functions of your Cyrus streaming unit with a flick or tap of a finger on your phone or
tablet.Company Registration Number 5158466 V.A.T Registration Number 844 4689 89. Hallmark of
their design is easy upgrade path and high performance. Und so findet man in England zahlreiche,
rein optisch unscheinbare High End Produkte, welche viele aufgemotzte Wattboliden im Stile W
praktyce. Schweizer Kunden profitieren von einem befristeten Promotionsrabatt auf Cyrus Streamer.
It has been tested and is in full working order. This Cyrus 8 XPD Amplifier comes with power cable
and remote included. Please note that it does not include original packaging but has been
professionally packaged to ensure safe delivery to your door. The technology from our best hifi
amplifiers and a highquality DAC. The Cyrus 8 XPd incorporates a high power integrated amplifier
and advanced digital to analogue converter to provide a great sounding, versatile hifi amplifier.
Using our best hifi amplifying technology, you will benefit from 70 watts per channel, with
multizoning capacities allowing you to listen to different sources in different areas of your home. The
Cyrus 8 XPd is a good foundation for a hifi system and can be connected to up to five digital sources
including CD player, computer, TV or satellite box. The advanced digital to analogue converter is
compatible with the latest highresolution 24bit music files. The Cyrus 8 XPd is one of our best hifi
amplifiers because of the work put into making sure the components and circuitry used to produce
the trademark sound quality we demand from all of our products. The powerful onboard software
system allows the customization of many features including individual input sensitivity matching and
multiple display modes.http://dezmaster.com/userfiles/brother-981-service-manual.xml

cyrus 8xpd manual, cyrus 8xp manual, cyrus 8xpd qx manual, cyrus 8xpd review, cyrus
8xpd manual, cyrus 8 xpd manual download, cyrus 8 xpd manual pdf, cyrus 8 xpd
manual free, cyrus 8 xpd manual 2017.
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As one of our best hifi amplifiers, the Cyrus 8 XPd is a great partner for the highperformance CD t or
Stream X2. Connecting a PSXR will upgrade the sound produced by putting less strain on the
amplifiers internal power supply. When you get the hifi itch, you can upgrade your Cyrus 8 XPd to a
Cyrus 8 XPd Qx which uses a more advanced digital to analogue converter. The item was despatched
next day delivery and was so well packed, the best I have seen. The amplifier had also been PAT
tested as I found the sticker on the bottom plate of the amplifier, plus it come with 12 months
warrenty. The product description was spot on, not a mark or scratch which I partly expected to see
some sign of use on a used product. Will use again when looking to buy again. Cyrus 8xpd Qx
Manual Printable 2019. Cyrus 8xpd Qx Manual Printable 2019 is the best ebook you want. You can
get any Manufacturer Cyrus Model 8XPd Serial Number CALQ0568 Packaging Original Accessories
Included Remote, Manual, Audio Cable, Mains Cable Price 12 Nov 2015 Manual. Find all our user
manuals for products past and present here for your convenience. Simply choose the category of the
product you are seeking. 31 Mar 2014 Cyrus 8 XPd Integrated Amplifier. Construction. Enclosure.
Cyrus Inverted diecast chassis. Material. Lightweight nonmagnetic magnesium important
instructions and safety procedures in this manual. ATTENTION The. register, visit cyrusaudio.com
and click the Online Registration link. 5 Jul 2009 One of my Cyrus 111s has been traded for a new
8xpd Qx. I am not a computer buff and I note the Cyrus manual tells one nothing about how Cyrus
Pre XPd Qx Pdf User Manuals. View online or download Cyrus Pre XPd Qx User Instructions. All
Rights Reserved. Comes with remote, accessories and original packing. A bargain at less than 35%
of new price! The Cyrus 8 XPd incorporates a high power integrated amplifier and advanced digital
to analogue converter to provide a great sounding, versatile hifi
amplifier.http://etmkereste.com/userfiles/brother-9600-manual.xml
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The advanced digital to analogue converter is compatible with the latest highresolution 24bit music
files. The powerful onboard software system allows the customization of many features including
individual input sensitivity matching and multiple display modes. Connecting a PSXR will upgrade
the sound produced by putting less strain on the amplifier’s internal power supply. When you get the
hifi itch, you can upgrade your Cyrus 8 XPd to a Cyrus 8 XPd Qx which uses a more advanced digital
to analogue converter. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate
commission. Learn more The name of the product is a little misleading, though. Cyrus 8 DAC Sound
quality The 8 DAC is everything that you would want from a Cyrus clear and precise. Play Oasis’
Wonderwall from a CD and Liam’s signature vocals are delivered with great clarity alongside the
jangling guitars. It has impeccable timing and works with ruthless efficiency, determined to deliver
every ounce of detail from a recording. No note is allowed to wander free, and dynamics are
controlled brilliantly. There’s also a muscular quality to the sound that adds authority at either end
of the frequency range. To put the Cyrus to the test, we streamed a 1411kbps file of the Jurassic
Park OST from a laptop. The 8 DAC is more than adept at handling the complex arrangements
instruments are separate and identifiable, and sit nicely in an open, spacious soundstage. While it’s
unfussy about music styles, its transparent clarity means that flaws in lowerresolution recordings
will show up. We’d also suggest taking some care with partnering equipment such as racks, as
different surfaces really can affect sound. Cyrus 8 DAC Cyrus 8 DAC Upgraded capacitors As with
the new Cyrus 6a we reviewed in our May issue, the main change here is an update to the
powersupply capacitors. Cosmetically, though, it has remained unchanged.

The familiar and very sturdy aluminium box comes finished in quartz silver or brushed black, and the
front panel has control buttons, input selectors and a large LED display screen that’s easy to read
from a distance. At the back you’ll find five digital inputs, including USB for computer connections.
See all our amplifier Best Buys Follow whathifi.com on Twitter Join whathifi.com on Facebook Please
refresh the page and try again. You can unsubscribe at any time and well never share your details
without your permission. Visit our corporate site. New York. Learn more But it still looks a little
basic next to the best of the competition. However, if you want an upgrade for a system with several
digital sources its a nobrainer Its MD, Peter Bartlett, is keenly aware that in hifi you need to keep
things fresh if you want stay in business. The new 8 XP d integrated is a good example of this



approach, it crams in more inputs and features than any previous Cyrus amplifier and most of the
competition to boot. Yet it still fits in the halfwidth casework that is synonymous with the brand.
After all, weve seen some densely packed back panels in our time, but in the
socketspersquareinchdepartment this takes the biscuit. SOCKETS APLENTY For its size, Cyrus have
crammed a very large number of inputs on the back panel Its not just about inputs and outputs
though, what is really significant about the 8 XP d is what Cyrus has managed to fit inside the
casing. The other source of cost is the inclusion of an onboard DAC indicated by the d suffix,
something you wont see on the 6 XP integrated, but which is available as an upgrade. Read
TechRadars Cyrus 6vs2 review The DAC used is a BurrBrown device, the precise nature of which is
not divulged.

http://www.diamondsinthemaking.com/content/bose-freespace-51-manual

However, as anyone who follows such things will be aware, its not what youve got, its how you use it
that counts and here Cyrus has gone such lengths as including separate toroidal transformers for
the signal and control sections of the amplifier, in an effort to keep noise at bay. USB is not the
greatest digital audio interface that a PC can offer but it is, as the name suggests, pretty well
universal and avoids the cost and complexity of adding an onboard soundcard with a proper digital
output. Cyrus should know as it used to make such a thing.The power amplifier has been upgraded
by a new power supply section, in fact the whole amp has a new PSU and this is claimed to be less
noisy than previous iterations. It also allows for the amp to have an ecologically sound, subonewatt
power consumption at standby, so you can leave it on without fearing the wrath of your treehugging,
ecowarrior neighbours. The huge feature list on the 8 XP d includes the ability to name individual
inputs and when you consider that there are eleven in total this is almost essential. Even more clever
is the ability to play different sources in different zones, or rooms as we earthlings refer to them,
although this does of course require amplification in the remote zone or room. Sound quality The
first system we put this amp into consisted of the Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player and Guru
QM10 speakers, a setup that suits it rather well because all three elements are very strong on
timing. So much so, that for the first time Radioheads In Rainbows sounded musical and engaging
after a number of less satisfactory encounters using other hardware. This seemed like an auspicious
start and confirmed that the 8 XP d is capable of resolving timing cues as well as its forebears,
something that the presence of all that processing power could well undermine. Bringing in a more
revealing and evenhanded speaker, in the form of Bowers and Wilkins 802D, doesnt seem to phase
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this compact amplifier either.

http://perogoic.com/images/Dearborn-Life-And-Health-Insurance-Manual.pdf

With only 70 watts to its name and an inevitably limited power supply in physical terms, one might
expect it to struggle with this speaker, but the result is hardly embarrassing. Of course, you get
more substantial bass with more powerful amps, but the key elements are all there and it is possible
to listen at a reasonable level without discomfort. These results were achieved using the amp in
analogue mode. Going over to its onboard DAC, the sound is a little bit tighter with some extra
treble sparkle and a bit more transparency. Its not clearcut, however, and which approach works
best will depend on the quality of the CD player being used. The Opus 21 doesnt have digital out, so
a Bryston BCD1 was used and it was a closerun thing as to whether the analogue out was superior to
the digital feed via the Cyrus onboard DAC. Concentrated listening reveals that the digital input has
a more open and smooth sound, compared to the drive and power of the analogue input. Basically,
you hear the Brystons Pro Audio character when using its output stage and this suits some material
and some systems better than others. As Cyrus is so pleased with the preamp on the 8 XP d we put
this up against the Bryston BP16. The dedicated design makes a good case for its price, showing the
halfwidth competitor a clean pair of heels in all departments save for timing, where things are pretty
much on a par. We also repeated the Cyrus demonstration from the Bristol show, where visitors
were shown what difference a CD transport makes compared to a PC. First we ran a Belkin USB
cable from a Macbook, this produces a rather pareddown, but musical enough result and with Bob
Dylan and his guitar the lack of detail isnt an issue, its the musical engagement that counts. Our
final comparison is against one of our favourite integrated amps, the Arcam A38. This is marginally
less expensive than the Cyrus, but does not have the luxury of an onboard DAC. Plus the plethora of
extra inputs.

http://dumaxsrl.com/images/Death-Certificate-Registration-Manual.pdf

As an analogue amp, the A38 has a smoother and more assured sound that has greater power, but
fails to match the spark of the Cyrus. The 8 XP d is the most ambitious cyrus integrated to date and
it does not disappoint, timing is as ever on the button and detail resolution is remarkably good for
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something with so many features. Follow TechRadar reviews on Twitter You will receive a
verification email shortly. Please refresh the page and try again. You can unsubscribe at any time
and well never share your details without your permission. Visit our corporate site. New York. Policy
of the company all these years is a very high ratio of quality and price, custom design cast housings,
flexibility in the design and the possibility of a gradual upgrade of the system. Very serious
allegations, is not it. Lets take a closer look at this party, it is no secret that the British school of
sound contribute to the production of the finest audio equipment in the world. Housing Cyrus 6 XP
in width refers to the format of midi and is made by injection molding of nonmagnetic aluminum
alloy it is completely minimizes any resonances and resists overheating. In the center of the facade
is a large informative LCD display with pleasant greenish lights, on the right the volume knob, and
below, on the exposed and slightly sloped surface, five keys control input selector, mute, headphone
switching and activation of zone 2 plus button Setup.Even though the six ports are plugged and
partially involved only in the older model 6 XPd, and fully 8 XPd, space is almost there. Then there
are, firstly, two pairs of speaker terminals are inserted in special adapters, pistols, and these in turn
are embedded bare stranded wires of speaker cables, fixed by screws. Not too convenient, though
twice the number of terminals facilitates the implementation of the scheme biwiring.

Secondly, six stereo inputs, two pairs of preamp outputs, the output of the second zone and two RCA
connectors for a bunch more modules Cyrus XP on firm control bus MCBUS. On nest minijack
headphone output arranged c variable power a key to turn it on is located on the front, as mentioned
above. Block preamplification circuit is constructed on the basis of Cyrus XP, and is engaged in the
protection component microprocessor.In the sound of this participant clearly felt the breed and has
charm. Complex material, both classic and calm, soft popular compositions submitted them
delicately, with a soul free. The same was true for jazz. Although where dominated, say, trumpet
great Miles Davis, power transformed, and the sound became harsh, violent, like a stretched nerve,
and the listener was passed the dramatic performance of the virtuoso. Acoustic trio, on the contrary,
lulling, and we will gladly listen to the revelation transmitted bass, or a bit stingy, but deep passages
Count Basie. With popular music any direction component coped easily effortlessly and comfortably.
Advanced Gday Sign in to bid or buy eBay Deals Coles on eBay Help Sell Watch List Expand Watch
list Loading. Something went wrong.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Something went wrong. Cyrus CDi CD Player Black 1,195.00 Make
offer Cyrus CDi CD Player Black Cyrus CDt Compact Disc Transport Black 895.00 Make offer Cyrus
CDt Compact Disc Transport Black Cyrus 6vs Amp and Cyrus 6s CD player 375.00 Make offer Cyrus
6vs Amp and Cyrus 6s CD player Go to next slide Make an offer Love a great deal Discover prices
you can’t resist. Unlike most CD player manufacturers who use modified standard CD ROM drivers
to read disk data, Cyrus Audio has its own proprietary software that allows its CD players to extract
15% more data. You can find a wide range of Cyrus Audio products on eBay. What is the Servo
Evolution disc reading engine.

https://diagonal.org.ar/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16289d1fed0448
---canon-eos-rebel-xti-manual.pdf

The Servo Evolution disk reading engine is Cyrus Audio’s proprietary CD reading software that
reads disks to deliver optimal data. It is this unique approach to data acquisition that allows Cyrus
CD players to deliver incredible sound quality. Servo Evolution is capable of reading more data
correctly on the first pass than any other CD ROM driver, achieving error rates that are up to 5
times lower than those achieved by standard drivers. How does errorfree data delivery mean
improved sound quality. Most CD ROM drives are designed to read data as quickly as possible. To
achieve a remarkably low error rate, Cyrus uses a bespoke CD ROM that focuses the laser with
pinpoint accuracy. This ensures that the CD ROM is able to precisely track the data spiral burned
into the disk, extracting more data on the first pass. It is a common misconception that CD data is

https://diagonal.org.ar/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16289d1fed0448---canon-eos-rebel-xti-manual.pdf
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extracted digitally, and is therefore flawless. CD players convert data read by the laser into an
analogue signal, and the quality of this signal is directly proportionate to the number of diskread
errors that are passed on to the digitising process. Cyrus’s Servo Evolution technology is the most
accurate compact disk data recovery software in existence due to the following Reads disks at 1x
speed. Optimised for accuracy not speed. Cyrus Servo Evolution delivers a 20% lower bit error rate
than it’s closest rival. Is Servo Evolution technology like buffering and error correction. Many HiFi
manufacturers rely on buffering and error correction technologies to improve signal quality since
they do not have access to the highaccuracy data retrieval achieved by Cyrus Servo Evolution. These
post data collection methods attempt to improve the data integrity of lowdefinition servos found in
OEM CD Roms, and should not be confused with highresolution Servo technology. Content provided
for informational purposes only.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign.

Nervigkeit oder klinischer Sektiererei.SL Straight Line, 3, 3i, 5, 7 PowerPlus Discmaster
Discmaster8 Line Mit dem SystembusAlle Schaltungen. Trotz der Kompaktheit sind BiWiringEin
universelles intelligentes Zusatznetzteil. Standbyfunktion und Schutzschaltungen. Relaiskontakte
durch elektronische Schalter New vs2 preamp Remote Control Factory upgradeableUmschalten zu
nivellieren. Netzteil und kleine Details im Aufbau sind die wesentlichen Unterschiede. Ein 330 VA
Ringkerntransformator versorgt mit 5 geregelten Netzteilen den. KlirrfaktorStromversorgung die
Vorstufe perfekt separat versorgt, was klanglich denKurzum, der beste CyrusAmp, den es je gab!.
KlangNiveau 78% Upgrade Preise. Klangwesen.. sehr niedriger Klirr, dessen Einzelkomponenten
sich bisDAC X High performance twin mono DAC with 6 digital inputs, true balancedUpsampling auf
192 kHz und 2 DoppelStereo. Steckkarten. Alle Steuersignale sind durch Optoelektronik
entkoppelt,Vs2 Kurze Signalwege dank SMD. Schaltung. PSXR erweiterbar MCBUS Viele Stunden
Feinabstimmung steckten in der Bauteileauswahl der VorstufeMit der neuen VirtualServo
Technologie klingt nun einfach alles nochLeistung sehr gutPreisesiehe am Ende der Seite PhonoX Es
ist der Beginn eines Cyrus Systems inSteckkarte wird daraus ein Multiroom System. Mit dem neuen
digitalen FunkfernsteuersystemDas Result ist gesteigerte. Das Entwicklungsziel wurde orientiert.
Regelungskreisen erreicht. Der elektronische Gesamtaufwand steht dem einesDas PSXR wird. Man
nennt es auch intelligentesLediglich Smartpower und APA7.5 erfordern. Komponenten Cyrus3 etc..
Preisesiehe am Ende der Seite Die Netzteilauslegung setzt preisbedingte Grenzen. Man kann alle
CyrusEndstufenMono X 150W high speed mono amplifier featuring zero feedback topology.Mono X
150 Watt Endstufe. Cyrus NullGegenkopplungTechnologie und. Digitale Schutzschaltung,
XLREingang undX Power 2x70 Watt Endstufe Es ist eine extrem flexible. PSXR 120W.

Mit dem Ausbau des HiFiSystems passt sich SmartPower Preisesiehe am Ende der Seite SE New CD
transport with dedicated power management PCB and PSXR Spielpartner zu DAC X hochentwickelt.
Damit ist nach vielen Jahren erstmals. Ohne DAWandler aberNew Stereo 192K 24 bit differential
current output DAC. 9 power supplies. Factory upgradeable to full CD8 SE specification. MCBUS
Eine neue BodenplatteWandlertechnologie als Grundausstattung. Um mit der schnellen
Weiterentwicklung. Erweiterungskarte eingebaut. Der CDPlayer kann ebenfalls mit einem
PSXRDiese audiophilorientiert Einrichtung sorgte schon. Aufsehen. Preise Dynamik.
Gruppentestsieger in seiner Preisklasse.KlangNiveau74% Selbst die exzellente dCS Verdi LaScala
und Delius Kombination konntenEr klingt lobenswert klar, geht gut mit Tempo und Timing um und
ist fraglosPreisesiehe am Ende der Seite DAB 8 mit UKWSektion und DigitalRadio DAB Die
AnzeigeZusammen mit dem absolut linearen ZwischenfrequenzteilAbstimmung. Empfangstechnisch
sehr breitbandig angelegt, ist der FMX inPreisesiehe am Ende der Seite Diese universelle
EinheitDTS and Dolby Pro Logic Kodierung.Neue Version Cyrus AV 8 erscheint im Herbst 02 mit
ProLogic 2, freier SubwooferkonfigurierungPreise Leistung sehr gutUm mit der schnellen
Weiterentwicklung der Wandlertechnik. Erweiterungskarte wie beim CDPlayer vorhanden. Der
DVDPlayer kann ebenfalls. Seine besserenPreise Preisesiehe am Ende der Seite Audio und



LautsprecherKabel auf. CDs auf. Hark kann wahlweiseTri Arbor System Stand XArbour auch
lieferbar in doppelter Breite. Informationen folgen Bananensteckern SystemCommander
CyrusKomponenten vom Untergrund. Der Zugewinn auf klanglicher EbeneSolo 80GB Quattro GB
Fernbed. MCBUS 700.Euro MCBUS 1200.Euro MCBUS 1500.Euro New CD transport with dedicated
power management PCB and PSXR erweiterbar.Upgrade DAC card, upsampling to 192Khz, based on
DAC X technology. MCBUS Kurze Signalwege dank SMD. PSXR erweiterbar MCBUS 1000.Euro
Upgrades. Neuheiten.

Historie Mission und Cyrus, Huntington, England Plattform stellen, Kupferblech darunter. Chassis
die Schrauben nachziehen.CinchKlinke, nicht herausziehen, wenn Endstufe eingeschaltet ist. Aus.
AnfrageEinstellung fertig ist. Sie ist sonst leer, wenn man sie wieder braucht.Leider fangen
KabelEine neue Methode, entwickeltSie unsere Website Netzleitungen, Netzdosen, Audiokabeln,
Digitalkabeln und Lautsprecherleitungen! Der Signalweg wird nicht unterbrochen, sondern parallel
am Ende der Leitung. Brillanz des Klangbildes sind beachtlich. Wer die Klarheit und
FeinzeichnungDabei geht der Signalstrom aberMacht es dieWarenzeichen von Cyrus Electronics.
Dolby, Pro Logic, AC3 und das DoppelDSie hier Kunden ist ungebrochen. Lassen auch Sie sich
missionieren. MISSION, NXT und CYRUS unter einem Dachverband existierten, sind sie heute.
Zielgruppen. Back in the golden days of the receiver wars, during which I came of age in audio, my
fondest wish was to own a Marantz 2325 or—be still my beating heart—the 300 watt per channel
Marantz 2600. In those days I had to be content with a 40 wpc Pioneer integrated amp, which drove
my very efficient ElectroVoice speakers quite well, thank you. Alas, as one might lust after a bigger
boat, or a more powerful car, I desired more power. When we moved from the Boston area to
London a couple of years ago, I brought with me my Yamaha MXD1 power amp 500 wpc! and
McIntosh preamp. That’s when the reality of city living struck moving to a small house in central
London meant giving up the man cave and shoehorning my gear which appeared to have grown
exponentially in size into a rather small study. It became pretty obvious pretty quickly that my
existing amplification was overkill. That’s when Audyus, a hifi distributor that is the parent of Cyrus,
intervened They distribute my speakers Vienna Acoustics Haydn Grand SE, and of course they also
distribute Cyrus electronics.

The next thing I knew, I had received an email from the owner of Cyrus, Peter Bartlett. We
determined that the appropriate Cyrus integrated amp for my listening space might be the 8 Qx
DAC, featuring the upgraded DAC module. Second, the almost unbelievably compact size of the 8 Qx
DAC suited my limited real estate. I decided to give the amplifier a try, and shortly thereafter a
parcel arrived at my house. While a relatively substantial 14’’ deep, the 8 Qx DAC follows the form
factor of most of Cyrus’ offerings, with the front panel a modest 8’’ wide and less than 3’’ tall. The
blackpainted aluminium chassis silverpainted is an option as well acts as a heat sink; an ingenious
solution to the need for large internal heat sinks. My second observation was that the amp is
jewellike in its size and build quality. A simple front panel features only a pushbutton onoff switch
with an LED that changes from red to green when the unit is switched on, a green LCD screen, a
large knob for volume and setup functions and—arrayed along the bottom edge of the
panel—buttons to control source selection, muting, headphone control, a second speaker zone
control and the setup menu access. The Qx badge on the right lower corner indicates that the unit
includes Cyrus’s top level DAC, differentiating this amplifier from its similarlysized but less
wellendowed brethren. The 8 Qx DAC also ships with a remote control, which appears to be the only
means of adjusting balance. No tone controls are provided. There is accommodation for two sets of
speakers using proprietary Cyrus connectors that are relatively easy to fit to cables, prein and out,
and a series of six analogue inputs you’ll need an external phono preamp.You’ll also find the AC
power input 230V for Europe, 120V for Canada, a mini headphone jack and a socket for Cyrus’s
PSXR external power supply an optional piece of gear that I did not audition. In sum, an astonishing
set of connections for a modestlysized integrated.



I had no problems connecting my interconnects even some fairly chunkysized ones to the 8 Qx DAC.
When switching on the amp the power LED changes from red to green, and the display briefly shows
“8 Qx DAC” and the Qx logo, indicating that the unit has Cyrus’ upgraded Qx digital to analogue
converter installed. Setup is the first order of business labeling the inputs with the array of options
allows the owner to identify inputs without resorting to memory or for me, a piece of paper. The user
can scroll through the inputs, some of which are prelabeled at the factory, and specify the type of
input represented there are 42 such possible labels. Usefully, another function allows the user to
choose input sensitivity to ensure that changing inputs does not result in louder or softer source
material. Yet another function allows tweaking of the LCD display. Those of us who like to tape
source material will appreciate the 8 Qx DAC’s tape monitor controls. For example, the mute button
fades sound in and out, as does the headphone control the amp senses whether or not headphones
are connected, and disables the front panel button if they are not. Those of us with compulsive
tendencies really appreciate this kind of attention to detail. It’s a standard remote that is designed to
function with most or all of Cyrus’ electronics, and as a result it contains many functions that are
irrelevant to the 8 Qx DAC. Most of the remote’s functions are achievable from the front panel of the
amplifier aside from balance. Formats ranged from vinyl to CDs to SACDs to a very large hard drive
connected via the Squeezebox Touch server. Given the relative inefficiency of the my Haydn Grand
loudspeakers—and in recognition that they had been driven previously by a very powerful
amplifier—I was most interested in hearing how the more modest output of the 8 Qx DAC would
fare. By this I mean that I characterize the sound as natural, rather than clinical.

This is important regardless of the source that I threw at this amplifier, and whether it was digital or
analogue, the sound was consistently true to the original. This was true across the audio spectrum
from the lowest bass notes that my speakers could reproduce around 46 Hz to the most delicate high
frequencies, the Cyrus never sounded artificial or stressed. Midrange is a strength, as you may
imagine voices, whether that of Johnny Hartman, Astrud Gilberto or John Lennon for that matter,
sounded full, natural and realistic. The integrated DAC is a glorious piece of engineering, and
manages to make digital inputs sound marvelously analog. In comparison to my Cambridge Audio
DacMagic, the Cyrus DAC sounded slightly smoother and with greater resolution of complex
orchestral and instrumental passages. With my reference speakers mounted on dedicated Vienna
Acoustics stands and in my relatively small listening space, the 8 Qx DAC played both loud and
clean. There is little sense of “hearing” the amplifier; the music comes first. Size Remarkably
compact yet without giving up performance. Fits well into a tight space. Build quality Like an ingot
of gold, this amp is not just welldesigned, but is put together beautifully. Controls Basic, sensible,
well thoughtthrough and executed. I would like it to have offered tone controls, but rarely missed
them. Inputs Remarkably varied for such a small piece of equipment Massive array of analogue and
digital inputs. Upgradeability The power source, DAC and so on can be subsequently upgraded as
Cyrus further develops its components. The cable on my Grados was too short to reach to my
listening position, and I hated having to use an adaptor to plug in. I would prefer a normal, fullsized
headphone jack on the front panel. Remote Perfectly functional, but cheap and plasticky the
antithesis of the amplifier itself. The Cyrus 8 Qx DAC deserves a nicer remote than the one supplied.
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